RESOLUTION NO. 44A – S – 2003

A RESOLUTION APPROVING RESOLUTION NO. 03 – S-2003 OF BARANGAY DAAN BUKID, BACOOR, CAVITE, ENTITLED:
A RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE TERRITORIAL BOUNDARIES OF BGY. DAAN BUKID

Submitted for consideration and approval of the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite is Resolution No. 03 – S-2003 of Barangay DAAN BUKID, Bacoor, Cavite.

WHEREFORE, after thorough review and deliberation of the aforementioned Resolution, on motion of Honorable Councillor Avelino Solis duly seconded by all present, on its Special Session assembled, HEREBY RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED BY THE SANGGUNIANG BAYAN OF BACOOR, PROVINCE OF CAVITE, to approve Resolution No. 03 – S-2003 of Barangay DAAN BUKID, Bacoor, Cavite, a copy of which is hereto attached and made integral part hereof as Annex "A".

RESOLVED FURTHER, that copies of this Resolution be furnished to all concerned offices.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.
May 29, 2003 at Bacoor, Cavite.

Hon. EDRALIN G. GAWARAN
Member

Hon. HUBERT V. GERVACIO
Member

Hon. LORENZO P. NOLASCO
Member

Hon. AVELINO S. DE CASTRO
Member

Hon. ROBERTO J. SAQUITAN
Member

Hon. NORMITA D. CELESTINO
Member

Hon. PETER SIMON C. LARA
Member

Hon. AVELINO B. SOLIS
Member

Attested By:

GERTRUDES M. OCAMPO
Member / Presiding Officer

Approved By:

JESSIE B. CASTILLO
Municipal Mayor
BARANGAY RESOLUTION No. 03
Series of 2003

A RESOLUTION AFFIRMING THE TERRITORIAL
BOUNDARIES OF BARANGAY DAAN BUKID

WHEREAS, our barangay seeks to identify its actual territorial boundaries with its adjacent barangays and to enable the same it is necessary that appropriate muniments be placed in the boundaries of the barangay to mark the same and demarcate it from its adjacent barangays;

WHEREAS, identifying the legal boundaries of the barangay would bring in much business and income to the barangay brought about by identification of commercial and business establishments of the barangay as well as real property units thereof;

NOW THEREFORE,

BE IT RESOLVED, AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that Barangay DAAN BUKID, thru the Sangguniang Barangay hereby affirms our following boundaries, to wit:

NORTH BOUNDARIES:
SOUTH BOUNDARIES OF BARANGAY DIGMAN AND TABING DAGAT

EAST BOUNDARIES:
WEST BOUNDARY OF BARANGAY SAPINGIN

SOUTH BOUNDARIES:
NORTH BOUNDARY OF BARANGAY HABAY I (River)

WEST BOUNDARIES:
EAST BOUNDARY OF BARANGAY CAMPO SANTO

as per attached map which is made integral part and parcel hereof.

RESOLVED FURTHER, that this Resolution be furnished to appropriate agencies for their guidance.
Adopted unanimously by the Sangguniang Barangay of DAMI BUHID with the motion of CHM. ANGELITO CUIENCA and duly seconded by GWD. RODOLFO CABALAN during its regular session held last JUNE 07, 2003.

Attested By:

ELMA BARTO
Barangay Secretary

Approved By:

JURI BERTACIO
Barangay Kagawad

TOMASA LOCA
Barangay Kagawad

RODOLFO CABALAN
Barangay Kagawad

EMILTO MAGNAY
Barangay Kagawad

BARCELTAO CABALAN
Barangay Treasurer

ADELA OASIO
Barangay Kagawad

DONATO ORJA
Barangay Kagawad

FRANCISCO MARIA
Barangay Kagawad

AAPA'S CONCEPCION
SK Chairman

ANGELITO CUIENCA
Barangay Chairman